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ABSTRACT
Multiple language models are combined for many tasks in language modeling, such as domain and topic adaptation. In this
work, we compare on-line algorithms from machine learning to
existing algorithms for combining language models. On-line algorithms developed for this problem have parameters that are updated dynamically to adapt to a data set during evaluation. On-line
analysis provides guarantees that these algorithms will perform
nearly as well as the best model chosen in hindsight from a large
class of models, e.g., the set of all static mixtures. We describe several on-line algorithms and present results comparing these techniques with existing language modeling combination methods on
the task of domain adaptation. We demonstrate that, in some situations, on-line techniques can significantly outperform static mixtures (by over 10% in terms of perplexity) and are especially effective when the nature of the test data is unknown or changes over
time.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiple language models are combined for many aspects of language modeling, including domain adaptation, topic adaptation,
and the application of class  -gram models [13, 11, 3]. In this
work, we compare on-line algorithms from machine learning to
existing algorithms for combining language models.
Consider the situation where we are combining  language
models  word history  , which we refer to as submodels,
into a composite model  super   , which we refer to as a supermodel, for an evaluation test set   . Supermodels
often have the form
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where 1" 032 is the weight of the 4 th model on the 5 th word and

where ' 6 %$)  87 for all 5 . The most common method for
'
combining language
models is a static mixture, where the weights

 of each submodel  are taken to be fixed over all words in
' test set. In on-line algorithms, the weights   are chosen to
the
dynamically adapt to the characteristics of the test' data.
In the algorithms we present, the weight updates are chosen
so that on-line analysis guarantees that these algorithms will perform nearly as well as the best model chosen in hindsight from
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some class of models. Our first algorithm, S ELECTOR, adapts online with the guarantee that its performance is virtually identical
to that of the best of the component submodels. The M IXER algorithm adapts on-line with the guarantee that its performance will
be nearly as good as the optimal static mixture, chosen in hindsight. Finally, the S WITCHER algorithm is compared to the class
of language models that may switch between submodels from time
to time. These three algorithms are closely related to certain types
of Hidden Markov Models (HMM’s), but involve extensions that
are not easily expressible within the Hidden Markov Model framework.
We performed experiments to compare these adaptive techniques to more traditional static methods on the task of domain
adaptation, using data from four different domains: Wall Street
Journal text, Associated Press text, Broadcast News transcriptions,
and Switchboard transcriptions. We show that on-line algorithms
generally perform at least as well as static mixtures in terms of
perplexity, and in some cases considerably better. Furthermore,
we show that these algorithms are extremely robust, due to their
ability to dynamically adapt to test data.
2. ON-LINE ALGORITHMS
We begin by stating the on-line problem of predicting from expert
advice, as we see it applied to the field of language modeling. A
learning algorithm, in this case a supermodel, is repeatedly given
the task of predicting the next word given the previous words. In
addition, the algorithm is given as input the advice of  “experts,”
in this case language models. After each word, each expert predicts the next word with a probability distribution, and then the
supermodel must combine these predictions in order to make its
own prediction. Suppose we make no assumptions about the quality or independence of the expert language models, so we cannot
hope to guarantee any absolute level of quality in our predictions.
In that case, a natural first goal is to perform nearly as well as the
best language model so far: that is, to guarantee that at any time,
our algorithm has not performed much worse than whichever expert has been the most accurate to date.
The performance of a language model /  on some test
data 9: ;;,;  is measured as the probability it assigns to

the text, ) <>= ?$) )  . The cross-entropy @BA(  of a
model )B C on data  is defined as
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and can be interpreted
as the average number of bits needed to encode each of the words in the test data using the compression
algorithm associated with model )B C . The perplexity of a text
 , PPA   , which we use to report our results, is defined as follows:
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This first goal is addressed by what we call the S ELECTOR
algorithm, which has been analyzed in several fields [6]. We view
it as a special case of the problem of predicting from expert advice,
described further in [1].
2.1. Selector
The S ELECTOR is a supermodel which does almost as well as the
single best of its constituent language models, regardless of the
text. One way to describe a language model is to give the probability assigned to K any text  , /  . In this way, we define the
S ELECTOR      ;;;  "  by
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and the algorithm runs in linear time in the length of the text.
2.2. Mixer
Often, combining language models yields better results than any
of the individual language models themselves. As described in
the introduction, the most common combination method, a static
mixture, is
"
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This combination of infinitely many language models is a description of a probability distribution rather than G a" description of an
-) implementaalgorithm for computing  mix B  . An 
4 
tion is described in [4], but there are faster approximations such as
tiling [6] or sampling [2].
Cover’s algorithm, translated to the language modeling domain, comes with the following guarantee for all 4 :
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The above cross-entropy overhead of  E7,87 9!:< ; is small for
large test sets. For example, over 10,000 words and 10 language
models, the maximum overhead is about 0.01 bits per word. However, this grows linearly in the number of models instead of logarithmically as with S ELECTOR, so we cannot guarantee performance with large numbers of models, at which point the computational costs become prohibitive as well.
2.3. Switcher

In particular, the cross-entropy of S ELECTOR is at most  1!
bits more than the cross-entropy of the best model, regardless of
the domain. We use the term cross-entropy overhead for the difference between the cross-entropy of the supermodel and the crossentropy of the best of the competing models. In this case, the overhead is very small, even for millions of models on any reasonably
sized text.
While technically we have described the language model, we
have not given an efficient algorithm for calculating /  . One
implementation is a simple  -state Hidden Markov Model with
zero probability of changing state. Each state 4 refers to a different
model and predicts the next word based on  L  . The initial

distribution is uniform over the states. Thus, we can view  in
'
equation (1) as the probability of being in state 4 after the 5 th word.



models, where the best is chosen in hindsight. We achieve just
such a guarantee by using an on-line algorithm for investing in a
stock market due to Cover [4, 5]. Cover’s algorithm can be written
simply as

   B  
 $) '
"
with
, i.e., 6 $)  7 and  0 2 . Thus, a second goal
'+*-, almost as well
' as the best
' static mixture of language
is to perform

In this section, we describe a novel on-line algorithm, S WITCHER.
S WITCHER has the property that it does almost as well as the best
submodel on any segment of the text. Put another way, S WITCHER
is designed to compete with supermodels that predict each word
according to a single submodel but which are allowed to switch
between submodels from time to time. Since it may be possible to
get absurdly high performance by switching very frequently, the
guaranteed bounds, which are asymptotically optimal, depend on
the switching frequency.
First, we define a fixed switching algorithm = '   based on
the fixed sequence of choices it makes, 4B
/ F 4   ;;; 4  , for which
model to use to predict the next word. In other words,

 '  
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;

Next, as in [12, 8], we define S WITCHER @ specifically to be competitive against algorithms which switch between submodels with
frequency A . Like the S ELECTOR, this can be described by an  state Hidden Markov Model with a uniform starting distribution.
Just as before, state 4 represents a language model and predicts the
word according to     . However, there is now a fixed probability 7 EBA of staying in a state and probability AC  EF7 of
going to each other state. We can use the same description as we

did for S ELECTOR in equation (1), where  is the probability of
being in state 4 after the 5 th word. We have' the new update
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It is not hard to bound the performance of S WITCHER@ relative
to  '    . We say  ' has a switching frequency H when
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Singer shows in equation (2) of [12] that
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The general S WITCHER, which has no parameter A  combines
G
@ ’s so as to adapt to the parameter A . On a sequence of
S WITCHER
G of times = '   switches models
length , for any 4 / , the number
is an integer between 2 and E 7 . Thus, we define S WITCHER to
simply select among these values:
S WITCHER 
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By combining equations (2) and (3), for any 4 / with switching frequency H , we get a maximum cross-entropy overhead of
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algorithm
corr. domain only
merge train. data
mixt., h.-o. wgts.
best mixtures
S ELECTOR
S WITCHER
M IXER

AP
266.2
238.9
234.0
231.8
266.2
234.5
233.0

domain
WSJ
SWB
201.9
83.2
195.1 103.1
184.5
79.4
184.2
79.4
201.9
83.2
187.0
82.1
184.5
80.2

BN
209.8
193.6
182.9
180.0
209.8
182.2
180.4

avg.
174.7
174.2
157.9
156.7
174.7
159.6
157.4

Table 1: Perplexities of various models on test set from each of the
four domains; the average column represents average performance
over each domain test set weighted by test set length
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To compare on-line algorithms with existing techniques for combining language models, we performed experiments on the task of
domain adaptation. In domain adaptation, one attempts to improve
a language model for one domain (e.g., Switchboard) using training data from additional domains (e.g., North American Business
news). Typically, the target domain is known ahead of time. However, to highlight the potential advantages of on-line algorithms,
we also consider the situation where the domain of the test data
is hidden and where the test data contains text from multiple domains. Previous work in domain adaptation [13, 9] has shown that
static mixtures achieve competitive performance in terms of both
perplexity and speech recognition word-error rate with other existing combination methods.
We constructed four trigram language models (with a variation of Kneser-Ney smoothing [10]) using training data from the
following four sources: Wall Street Journal text (5M words), Associated Press text (5M words), Broadcast News transcriptions (5M
words), and Switchboard transcriptions (3M words). For each
domain, we extracted a held-out set and test set of about 25,000
words.
In our first set of experiments, we evaluated several methods
on each domain test set separately. We calculated the perplexity
of each test set using only the language model from the matching domain; using a trigram model constructed from the training
data from each domain merged together; using a static mixture
of the four domain language models with weights optimizing the
perplexity of the matching held-out set; and using a static mixture
with weights optimizing the perplexity of the given test set, i.e.,
the optimal static mixture chosen in hindsight. These perplexities
are displayed in order at the top of Table 1.
We ran the S ELECTOR, M IXER, and S WITCHER algorithms
on these data sets. As can be seen in Table 1, S ELECTOR did exactly as theoretically guaranteed, matching the performance of the
best single submodel for each test set, for an average perplexity of
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Figure 1: The weights  of M IXER over the first 100 words of the
AP test set
'
174.7. The M IXER performed significantly better, with an average
perplexity of 157.4, close to the performance of the optimal static

mixture. In Figure 1, we display the weights  that M IXER places
on the different models as we predict the first' 100 words of the AP
data. As expected, these weights quickly devote the majority of
their mass to the AP model.
Surprisingly, the S WITCHER almost matched the performance
of the best static mixture, even though it employs only a single
submodel at a time. On closer examination, we see that these
models are switching more often than one might expect. Recall
that a S WITCHER is simply an average of S WITCHER @ ’s for different values of A
2  7 , where A corresponds to the natural
switching frequency.
* On
 the four test sets, the highest weighted
S WITCHER @ ’s switched with probabilities 0.13, 0.05, 0.02, and
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Figure 2: The weights  of S WITCHER over the first 1000 words
of the AP test set
'

algorithm
mixture, held-out wgts.
best mixture
M IXER
S WITCHER

perplexity
185.1
184.7
184.7
160.8

Table 2: Perplexities of various models on test set combining four
domain test sets



0.27. In Figure 2, we show the weights  of the S WITCHER algorithm over the first 1,000 words of the AP
' test set.
In our second set of experiments, we concatenated the four
domain test sets into a single long test set. We calculated the perplexity of this test set using a static mixture with weights optimizing the perplexity of the four held-out sets concatenated; using the
optimal static mixture chosen in hindsight; and using the M IXER
and S WITCHER supermodels. These perplexities are displayed in
Table 2. Not surprisingly, the performance of the M IXER matches
that of the best static mixture (184.7 PP). However, the S WITCHER
performed almost as well on the concatenation (160.8 PP) as it did
on the individual test sets (159.6 PP). As expected, this test set
highlights the strength of the S WITCHER, resulting in a 13% decrease in perplexity over the other models.

The on-line algorithms we describe are closely related to Hidden Markov Models. While the more complex algorithms involve
theory that falls outside of the conventional HMM framework, the
simpler algorithms have direct HMM analogs, and our implementation of each algorithm can be considered to be an HMM. However, on-line analysis provides a different perspective for analyzing
and designing these types of models.
In some applications, the characteristics of the test data are
known and appropriate held-out data is available and consequently
there is little advantage in using on-line algorithms over static mixtures. However, when the nature of the test data is unknown or
changing over time, on-line algorithms offer the advantages of performance, convenience, generality, and robustness.
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